
 
 

Online International Management Simulation Challenge 2017 

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) 

 

1. Question:  Who may participate? 

Answer: Any English-speaking person from across the globe working with a company or a Business 

School student may participate. 

 

2. Question: Is it a Team based competition? 

Answer: Yes. A team of 2-3 members may form a team. Cross functional teams are encouraged. 

 

3. Question: Is there any fee for participation? 

Answer: No. NHRDN Online International Management Simulation 2017 is a goodwill gesture from 

India on a complimentary basis.  

 

4. Question: What are the dates for NHRDN Online International Management Simulation 2017?  

Answer: NHRDN Online International Management Simulation Challenge (IMC) 2017 will be held 
between 20th July to 27th July, 2017. 

 

5. Question: Do we need to travel to compete or it is available online? 

Answer: It an online competition.  

 

6. Question: Will teams compete on different Business cases or one common business case?  

Answer: All the teams will be provided with one common Business Case pertaining to a specific 
Industry. Each team will be running a virtual company of the Industry to compete against each other 

in a simulated environment.  

 

7. Question: Who will brief the Teams?  

Answer: Games Administrator will brief all the Teams and set the winning criteria. Later, teams will 
take business decisions related to finance, operation & marketing. The business decisions will be 

compiled by NHRDN’s simulation software.  

 

8. Question: Will teams receive Business Report after every quarter/ round? 

Answer: Yes. All teams will be given business reports/results after each round. The decision of one 
company will impact the other companies as in real life scenario.  

 

9. Question: How we will take decisions in different times zones? 

Answer: We provide 24 hours for each round. This covers the all possible times zones of the world.  
All timelines will be mentioned in Indian Standard Time (IST). 

 

10.  Question: How many rounds will be played? 

Answer: Total 7 rounds. 2 practice rounds and 5 real rounds will be played and in each round new 

business challenges will be encountered by the teams. 
 

11.  Question: Who will be declared the Winner? 

Answer: Winner has to have a highest cumulative criterion. Therefore, team with the highest  
winning criteria at the end of the 5th round will be declared IMC Champions. 

 

12.  Question: What is for the IMC Champions? 

Answer: IMC Champions will qualify for the Grand Finale of NHRDN 4th Indian Management 

Simulation Challenge 2017 and compete with other national finalists to win the Prize Money  and 
Trophies. 


